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-The problem of Pending d an imtrqic eomprmsible circubr plate into an ellipsoidal shell has been solved and the , 
resultsobtained in term of the general strain energy ~ c & i o n  26. -. 
Qn,e of the majw advances of the century ilz the theory of finite deformations has been made by Riplinl, 
Green, Zerna and ad kin^^^^ by obtaining q number of exact solutions, specially for incompressible bodies 
in t e r n  of general strain energy function. 
Recently problems of finite bendkg of compressible circular plates isto spherical and ellipsoidal shells 
b v e  been disoussed by Seth4 $ 6  and LakshmWayaaa6 "' on the basis of quasi linear stress strah 
t&s pmpqed by %t$8. 
In this paper an ahempt has been madeto solve the problem of bending of an isotropic c&pressible 
circular plate into an ellipsoidal shell and obtain the solutions in terms of general strain energy function, 
T4e mses of compresgible plwe bent in@ spherical shell and inwmpressible plates begt into ellipsoidal 
spherical shells have been derived as particular oases of the problem solved. 
N O T A T Z O N S ~ N D F O R M U . L A E  
~ollo'wing the notations of Green & Zerna2, we take Xi-axes to define the unstrained body Bo and 
Yi-axes to refer the strained body B. We take the curvilinear coordinates B" in the stgained body. Let 
the covmiant end contravariant metric tensors in the deformed and the uudeformed body he respectively 
@, Gij and gij, gY. When the unstrained body is homogeneous and isotropic, the strain energy function 
cc: measured per unit volume of the unstraioed body is a function of strain invariant8 SQ that - .
* w = w (11,12, 13) (1) 
where 
and 
loa a& 
Sf8 - - - 
3 a& 9 S =  I q i j l  (4) 
The oontravariant stress tensor meastlred per unit area of strained body referred to ei  COO^&^^^^^ is 
giwn, by 
7ij = g : i ~  + B i j  ?P .+ GCip ( 5 )  
where a = - - -  2 a) , += .--- 2 - aw - 8 w .  
1/1~ ?Il , 4 a4 2 P = 2d18 -313 
where 1 rijb = - 
2 Gi8 (G4,r + G92j -- Gjk,,) 
-.. - . 
(9) 
- - 
comma denotes partial differentiation .with respect to the strained body and Pk are the components of the 
body force and p the density. - . .  . - 
The physical components of the stress a$ are given by 
. 
I 
-? 
" -. (10) 
~ " 
B E N D I N G  O F  T H E  B L O C K \  
suppose that in the undeformed state of the body, it is a circular block bounded by the planes z3 = cse 
and % =: a,, e, > cs,, and the cylinder. x;? + sZ2 = a%. 
- The block is t h e  bent syhpetrically about x3 -+ axis into a. part of an ellipsoidal shell, whose inner 
a% outex boundaries are the ellipsaides sf revolution obtained by revolving the c ~ p f o o a i ~ l l i ~ ~ ~ ~  
. . . , 
, 
L a  ' 
. p3 =E c cosh 5 GOS q, $j8 = c .sinh 5 sin 9 ,  5 = ti;., i = -1,2 
I .  (11) 
about the X8 -&xis respectively ' and the edge q= a Let the yi-axis coincide S t h  -the ii - axi8 ,
and the curvilinear coordinates Bi in the deformedistate be a system of orthogonal- c & ~ & ~ ~ ; ~ ~ ~ ~ d ~ ~ ~ ~  
(6 T ,  4) wbere 4 is -$he anglebetween yl 92 plane and the plane through a ppint in. space and 
then .. -. P - , ?  
- ' - ,  . 
- ,. 
. . 3 v 
* 
1 y ~ = ~ s m h ~ s m ~ ~ o s ~ ~ 2 ~ = ~ c s i n h ~ s i 9 q ~ ~ P ~ E ( 3 = c ~ ~ h ~ ~ ~ ( 1  * . (12) 
- .  
s&e the deformation is sy&metridal about y8-axis , we see that : ' 
-. 
. . - .  
- 7 -  " I - ( i )  the planes x8 = constant in the undeformed statc become'the"ellipsoida1 surfaces 5 = const in the 
- .  - -  
+ -  7 
. " deformed state, - 
,, - - P 
- " .  (ii) the curves z: +z,f= &natant, in the undeformed state becokethe circles 1 = cmtant ,  in th i  
. - deformed st&%- ;. - 
. . (iii) are tan-%- & 4 
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These imply7 
x8 = f (S), Zz-4- = F(q):= A~ * , (1% 
~ h ~ ~ ~ t r i c  tensors for the strained and the unstrained states of the b9d3 are given by 
0 [ i- (wsha 5 -- cos2 7) I 0 
0 
"= i c2 (cosh2 f - cos2 q )  0 0 0 cz sinh2 5 sina 7 
,-, 
I - 
. s  
1 1  
' 0  , , 
c2 (cosh2 5 - cos2 9 )  0 1 
0 1 '  GG = c2 (coah2 5 -- cos2 q)  0 1 (16) I 
0 0 1 
Ca (sinh2 5 sin2 q )  J 

From (27) and (2g) it is obvious that p is purely a function of 5 only. Since the strain energy function 
w is a function of 11, 12, Is, and in turn 11, IS,  I, are functions of 5 only, we have 
From (20) and (6)  we have 
aut. c3 sinhz 5 
- - --
a~ c3 sinh3 5 aeu 
- 2h2ff 9 '  -- - 3 - Yff 211 212 - 2h2 fg a h  = 2 8  si~h35 P (30) 
From (20) we have on differentiation 
a11 2 8  sinh 8 oosh ( 262 sinh2 f fft + 4c2 s:nh 5 C O S ~  t 
- 
-- -
a t  ft2 ff3 h2 
d12 4c4 sinh3 5 cosh 5 
-=- 
4 s'nh3 f cosh 5 
7 
at X4 f f3  (31) 
d l  
6 [ 6 -2 = - 4 h4 
Putting (30) and (31) in (29) we have 
at0 
-- 
c3 sinhd t [( - c2 ~iu"f:~ooah 5 c2 sinha f fff 2 c2 sinh 5 oosh 5 
- - 
at - hafk ft3 f h2 ----)# + 
2c4 cosh .$ sinh8 f 404 corh t a i d ?  t 2c4 sinh4 f fft ) + + 
+ (  A4 -I- P ~ V -  Pfe 
dw -3 a f sinhi: 011 ) 
-m- - 
- 
d t  h2 at (32) 
(32) on integration gives 
'Jll = 
(w i- wo) 
cS sin h3 f (33) 
Where w, is an integration constant, using (20), (33) may be written as 
ail = 
w +  w, 
4% (34) 
Equating the two values of oil from (23) and (34) and wing ( 6 )  8r.d 20 we have 
sinh4t bw (35) 
(35) on integration gives 
2 sinY 5 
p + 
a12 A4 213 (36) 
Where K is an integration constant 
6- 
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BOUNDARY CONDITIONS 
If the inner boundary of the shell 8 = t1 is free from tractions we must have 011 == 0 when .$ -- & 
which on substitution in (34) gives 
w ( t l )  + ?a0 0 = (UII)~=~~ = d1X) " (37) 
(37.) gives 
wo = - (fl) (38) 
From (38) and (34) we have 
011  = 
W ( I )  - w (ti), 
dG (39) 
on the outer surface of the shell ( E  = h) we have to apply a radial force R1 given by 
w (h) - W (61) Ri = 011  ( 6 2 )  = d1*) (40) 
The resultant force Pi and the couple 2Ml acting on the edge ( r )  = a) per unit drea between 4 
and 4 + d 4 are given by 
I 
0 2 2  (C sinh @jd (41) 
, 
M1 = sir cc 0 2 2  ea sinha f (c oosh f )  d f i' - (42) 
81 
: From (26) we may write 
1 a 0 1 1  
0 2 2  = U l l  + 3- taah f -a f 143) 
(43) and (34) give 
0 2 2  = u33 = -.- -  
1 
+ W0 + f tanh f - Y'G (44) 
(44) and (41) give. 
2P1 = c2 sin a w ( t 2 )  - w (t1) sinh2 & - tsnh2 p dp  ] (45) 
Z1 
(44) and (42) give 
l a  
-2M1=c?s ina  sinh3 5 2  - 1 (') - shhP 5 cash f d 5 ] (46) 
tl 
fi 
Thus to bend an isotropic compressible circular block intd a part of an ellipsoidal shell, we require 
a resultant force PI and a couple of moment Mi on the edge and a radial force Rf on the outer surface 
of the ellipsoidal shell 
PARTICULAR OASES 
case I. Bending of incompressible oircular block in to an ellipsoidal shell. 
Putting I, EE 1, (45) and (46) give , 
2 = cs sin [ ( lo (&) - w (el) ) sinh2 t 2 ]  (47) 
29 
qysq II. Bending of an isotropic pompressibie circular block into a spherical shell. 
If $re put c cash & = c einh in ( l l ) ,  we get the case of a circular block bent into a spherical shell, 
so that 6 + coy c + co and c oosh & c sigh t + r and consequently the orthogonal burvilihear 
o&.&inates (6, v., 4) are r e p l a d  by the sphedo$I y~%rmokdinates (r ,  r ] ,  4). Then (45) and (46) reduce to 
rza sin a I r 1 .  [OM - w ( n ) ]  arl= 2 / 3  . .  I " '  (49) 
i 
a th (93)'- 61~~)) -f r @ { w ~ y )  - ,&J ,. 1 2 ~ ~ = s i n a f "  ' +IF . 9 d r ]  ' (50) 
Y/G 
* X Vi  ' 
/ 
Cas&IL4. <Bejnd% of ~iwwmpres&ble. oiroular 'block i n i  sphic~tl;~BfilE ., e l  . 
. I 
Putting Is = 1 , (49) and (50) give 
j 2 p1 = r z  sin a [ u+'[r2i - w i ( i l )  I;" (51) 
r, 
2 ~ : f ? ) : . ~ f ~ ~ ~ ~ j .  sins 2 = [ w (r(r)-ria (62) 
r1 \ 
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